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Executive summary 
This document provides details on the database structure and configuration options for the pilot 

implementation of the BMS using SMART, conducted as a feasibility assessment in June 2016.  

For details of the process and reasoning behind the selection of SMART as an appropriate software tool for 

the BMS, please see the ‘Enhancement of the National Biodiversity Monitoring System: Application 

software recommendation’ document.1 

Aimed primarily at technical personnel, this document describes the SMART setup that was piloted at two 

protected areas (Bataan and Masinloc-Oyon Bay), as well as details of the data aggregation process that was 

demonstrated at DENR head office, which could be used to provide composite data for regional or 

national biodiversity monitoring. 

The data gathering process is described in detail, covering both manual data capture and electronic data 

capture using CyberTracker. Possibilities for queries and reports to support existing and future BMS 

reporting needs are outlined.  

At an administrative level, general guidance is provided on supporting the system: installation, backups 

and upgrades. SMART roles, logins and data security are also described. 

Included in the document are technical appendices that provide further background and guidance on the 

implementation of possible amendments to the BMS, how to set up different types of surveys, the process 

of configuring SMART for installation in other protected areas, and the importance of master lists of 

priority/indicator species.  

This document does not cover the institutional arrangements, capacity needs or linkages with other 

initiatives that would be central to a formal roll-out of the SMART-BMS system. These topics are covered 

separately in the ‘Road map to implementation’ document. 

                                                           
1  See Willoughby, S., Roberts, R. and Mallari, N.A. (2018). “II. Institutional Considerations for SMART-BMS,” in 

Enhancement of the National Biodiversity Monitoring System of the Department of Environment and Natural 
Resources: SMART-BMS Roadmap and Institutional Considerations. Quezon City, Philippines: Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH. 
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1. Introduction 
This document is intended for technical personnel using SMART to implement the BMS. This will allow 

these personnel to review, test and, where necessary, amend the two databases that were produced for the 

pilot implementation. It will also enable them to develop additional SMART databases for other protected 

areas. 

The document provides introductory notes on obtaining the SMART software and accessing support and 

training materials on the software itself. Thereafter, the setup and configuration of the BMS within the 

SMART software is described, including guidance on how the resulting databases can be used to capture 

BMS data and produce related reports. Finally, the document describes how data can be aggregated to 

allow for regional and national monitoring and analysis.  

Appendices provide more detail on the specifics of the BMS configuration, including information on the 

data model and survey designs that form the core of the BMS as it is defined within SMART. Some 

recommendations are made relating to the definition and management of master species lists, from which 

priority indicator species for each protected area will be drawn. 

Included with the document are various files: the pre-configured SMART databases for Bataan and 

Masinloc, which form the basis of the pilot implementation, as well as supporting files defining the BMS 

data model, survey designs, etc. that would be necessary to create databases for further protected areas.  
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2. Obtaining the SMART software 
The Spatial Monitoring and Reporting Tool (SMART) is a tool for measuring, evaluating and improving the 

effectiveness of wildlife law enforcement patrols and site-based conservation activities. 

SMART is not owned by any one individual or organization: it’s free, open-source and available to the 

whole conservation community. The project and partnership were formally launched in early 2011. The 

first free and public version of SMART (SMART version 1.0) was released in February 2013. It is currently 

the 17th release, version 3.3.1.  

This pilot project uses SMART version 3.3.1. Pre-configured zipped copies of SMART, which include the 

Bataan and Masinloc conservation areas, are available from 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tsm5av04dv5tkwo/AABYeSmUqDrCt7M7f9he9TTva?dl=0. 

Alternatively, SMART can be downloaded from http://smartconservationsoftware.org/download331. If 

you choose to download the software directly, you will need to configure it as described in Appendix 1. 

SMART is available for Microsoft Windows, Linux and Mac OSX. Note that if you intend to use 

CyberTracker for data collection in the field, Linux may not be supported (Windows and MacOS are 

supported: details here http://www.cybertracker.org/hardware/hardware-to-run-cybertracker).  

Select the version of SMART appropriate to your operating system: for Windows select the 32-bit release 

(download item #2 in the screenshot below); this will ensure that SMART can run on older version of 

Windows, enabling the widest usage of the software at different protected areas that may use older 

computers. 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tsm5av04dv5tkwo/AABYeSmUqDrCt7M7f9he9TTva?dl=0
http://smartconservationsoftware.org/download331
http://www.cybertracker.org/hardware/hardware-to-run-cybertracker
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2.1 Installing SMART 
Download the applicable file as described above, depending on your operating system. 

Copy the zipped file to a local folder and unzip it (extract the files). 

Run the executable SMART.exe (or just SMART on MacOS and Linux). 

Detailed installation instructions can be found here: https://app.assembla.com/wiki/show/smart-

cs/Application_Installation. 

For the purposes of the project pilot, a zip file containing a pre-configured version of SMART is provided 

here https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tsm5av04dv5tkwo/AABYeSmUqDrCt7M7f9he9TTva?dl=0. This can be 

installed in the same way as the normal SMART download: simply unzip the file to a folder on your 

computer and run the SMART.exe file. For convenience, it is useful to create a shortcut to SMART.exe and 

place this on your Windows Desktop or Start Menu. To avoid confusion, ensure that only one copy of 

SMART is installed on your computer, since multiple installations would each have their own separate 

databases which could lead to errors when editing data in the incorrect database. 

2.2 Support and user manuals 
Apart from the notes included in this document itself, the SMART website provides various resources to 

assist general users of SMART. User manuals and training guides can be downloaded from 

http://www.smartconservationsoftware.org/support. In general, the material available for SMART 3.2.1 is 

equally applicable to SMART 3.3.1.  

In addition, there is a SMART forum, for general questions and answers between users of SMART across 

the world, and a technical WIKI site for detailed documentation and system design material (including 

access to the source code to make customisations, if necessary). 

User forum: http://www.smartconservationsoftware.org/forum  

 Informal questions and answers 

WIKI: https://www.assembla.com/spaces/smart-cs/wiki  

 Technical resources and source code 

The SMART application itself also contains supporting documentation, accessed via the ‘Help’ option on 

the main menu. 

  

https://app.assembla.com/wiki/show/smart-cs/Application_Installation
https://app.assembla.com/wiki/show/smart-cs/Application_Installation
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tsm5av04dv5tkwo/AABYeSmUqDrCt7M7f9he9TTva?dl=0
http://www.smartconservationsoftware.org/support
http://www.smartconservationsoftware.org/forum
https://www.assembla.com/spaces/smart-cs/wiki
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3. Preparing base data for protected areas 
The SMART installation files provided are pre-configured to allow BMS data to be captured. However, the 

SMART database that is installed at each protected area still requires specific configuration to include 

details of the protected area itself. These details include the protected area staff and SMART users who will 

work on the system, the priority species for that protected area, the specific locations of the transects, 

photo sites, etc., as well as GIS data to define and contextualise the protected area. 

The pilot implementation includes SMART databases that have been prepared for two protected areas: 

Bataan and Masinloc-Oyon Bay. How these databases have been prepared is described below, with details 

of areas where modifications might be necessary. For example, the specific staff who would be using the 

databases was not known up-front, so these would need to be added to the existing databases.  

For guidance on preparing an entirely new SMART database to support the BMS in another protected area, 

please refer to Appendix 1: Configuring SMART for the BMS. 

3.1 Protected area staff and SMART users 
SMART provides the ability to record the staff working within a protected area. It is then possible to 

record which staff were involved in particular surveys, which provides a point of contact if further 

information is needed that was not recorded as part of the BMS. In addition, staff can be organised into 

different agencies and given predefined ranks or job roles.  

For the purposes of the pilot project, two agencies were defined: 

Agency 1: DENR-BMB 

Field staff 

BMS manager 

Agency 2: Community group 

The DENR-BMB agency was established to record the details of DENR Biodiversity Management Bureau 

staff. This agency has two ranks defined, namely ‘Field staff’ and ‘BMS manager’. The Community group 

agency was established to record the details of community group members who would attend community 

group meetings.  

Depending on the institutional arrangements in any future formal implementation of SMART for the 

BMS, these agencies and ranks will almost certainly need to be reviewed. 

To manage the agencies and ranks for the protected area, click ‘Conservation Area’: ‘Agency and Rank 

List…’ on the main menu. Agencies and ranks may be added, deleted or edited, as shown below. In 

addition, the basic agencies defined for the pilot project can be imported from the ‘agencies.csv’ file 

provided as part of the setup package. 
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To manage the list of protected area staff, click ‘Conservation Area’: ‘Employee List…’ on the main menu.  

 

 

3.1.1 SMART users 
Protected area staff may also be SMART users, in which case they will have a SMART username, password 

and specific SMART user Level within the SMART database. Only staff who will be capturing data or 

working on the SMART system should be assigned SMART user credentials.  

Staff can be added, edited and deleted using the ‘Create New…’, ‘Edit’ and ‘Delete’ buttons below the list. 
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SMART provides 4 types of user role: DATA_ENTRY, ANALYST, MANAGER and ADMIN. Data entry allows 

users to capture and edit surveys and patrols. Analysts can create reports and queries but not edit the data. 

Managers can perform both data entry and analyst functions, while administrators can additionally edit 

the data model and conservation area properties. More details on these roles can be found in the SMART 

application Help. 

For the purposes of the pilot, it is advised that no ADMIN level user accounts are defined to protected area 

staff. This means that regional or head office staff with an ADMIN account will need to set up the 

conservation area properties and data model on behalf of the protected area, but it will help to ensure 

ongoing consistency between the data models of different protected areas, which is necessary for 

aggregating and querying the data at regional or national level. 

Note: 

It is important that one ADMIN account (username and password) is shared between all the protected 

area databases. This is needed to unlock each database when performing a cross-conservation area 

analysis. For the purposes of the pilot, a single ADMIN account (username: admin, password: admin) 

has been created. This account exists in both the Bataan and Masinloc databases, allowing them both to 

be used in cross-conservation area analyses. 

3.2 Defining priority species for a protected area 
To define the priority species for a protected area, click ‘Conservation Area’: ‘Data Model…’ on the main 

menu. 

To define priority (indicator) species, first select the ‘Indicator species’ attribute within the ‘Priority 

Species’ category. Then click on the ‘Edit’ button on the right-hand section of the screen. 
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The current list of priority (indicator) species will be displayed. Initially, this will be empty. Add the species 

that are most important in the particular protected area. 
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Amend the list as necessary, by adding entries drawn from the relevant master lists (plants, mammals, 

reptiles, amphibians, birds, corals, sea grasses, fish, etc.). To add a species, click on the ‘Add’ button on the 

pop-up screen, and enter the species in the ‘Name’ box. Then click ‘Save’ to add the entry to the list. 

 

 

To reorder the items in the list, select an entry and then use the ‘Move Up’ or ‘Move Down’ buttons to 

change its position. It is also possible to delete unused entries. 
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Click ‘Finish’ to finish editing the attribute. Finally, click ‘Save’ on the main Data Model screen to save all 

the changes, and then click ‘Close’ to finish setting up the BMS Data Model. 

Note: 

It is important to add the species name exactly as it appears on the master list. Be careful to use the 

correct spelling. This will make data analysis easier when comparing different protected areas. 

If you have priority species that are not listed in the master lists, these can be added in the same way. 

However, it will be valuable to notify the staff who are curating the master lists to ensure that they are 

aware of the new species. It may be that it is already on the master list, but is known by another name.  

3.3 BMS survey designs 
Each protected area may have specific transects that are patrolled, as well as a number of fixed plots that 

are surveyed more intensively and sites where photographs are taken. In addition, the number and 

location of community groups will differ from one protected area to the next. 

The specific location of each of these survey activities within the protected area must be defined. Once this 

has been done, sensible default longitude and latitude coordinates will be available if staff do not have 

access to GPS units when conducting a transect survey, for example. 

To define the details of a survey design, select ‘Field Data’: ‘Surveys’ → ‘View Surveys’ on the main menu. 

Then click on the ‘Designs’ tab in the left hand panel, as shown below: 
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Each of the survey designs for the protected area will be listed. To edit a survey design, select it in the list 

in the left hand panel by double-clicking on it. Its details will then be displayed in the main body of the 

screen.  

3.3.1 Creating a survey design 
To create new survey designs, to describe additional transect patrols, community groups, etc. select ‘Field 

Data’: ‘Survey’ → ‘New Survey Design’ on the main menu. It is useful to create new survey designs using 

an existing survey as a template. So to create a new transect, use an existing transect as a template. Do not 

copy the sampling units, since the new transect will (presumably) be in a different place to the existing 

one:  

 

 

Click ‘Next’ to give the new survey design a name. For the purposes of the BMS the new survey design will 

not have a timeframe (set on the following screen). However, it may be valuable to allow distance and 

direction data to be recorded, as set on the following screen: 
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It is important to set the correct Configurable Model, since this defines what type of data can be recorded 

for this particular survey. Configurable Models are defined under ‘Conservation Area’: ‘Configurable 

Model…’ on the main menu, but these have been pre-configured and the correct one simply selected when 

defining the survey design as follows: 

 

 

Likewise, it is important to define the mission properties. These are details that will be captured for a 

particular survey as a whole. If you are using an existing survey as a template this should already be 

correctly defined: 
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Finally, it is possible to set specific attributes and values that will apply to all surveys conducted using this 

design. At present these are not used: 

 

 

Give the survey design a description if necessary, and click ‘Finish’ to complete the process of defining the 

survey design. 

 

3.3.2 Defining the position of a survey 
The location of the survey is described on the ‘Sampling Units’ tab at the bottom of the screen: 
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In the transect patrol example displayed above, each of the sections into which the patrol has been divided 

are listed as ‘sampling units’. When first setting up a transect patrol survey, this list will be empty: the 

actual path that a patrol will follow can be imported from a GIS shapefile by clicking on the button with 

the tooltip ‘Import sampling units from a file’: 

 

 

Follow the steps in the wizard to select a shapefile (or a CSV file) containing either points or lines. 

Guidance on CSV file format is provided in the ‘Training Manual for SMART 3.2.1_final.pdf’ (Appendix 2) 

which can be downloaded from the SMART website. 

3.3.3 Recommended shapes for surveys 
Transect patrols: a set of lines (representing transect segments) or a set of points if the GPS has 

produced a list of waypoints 

Fixed plot: single point 

Photo site: single point 

Community group meeting: a single polyline delineating the boundaries of the area of interest within 

the protected area 

Management issues: a single polyline delineating the entire protected area 

Note that for community group meetings and management issues, a polygon might be more appropriate, 

but SMART does not allow this type of shape at present. The polyline is intended to indicate the outline of 

the area of interest, but it will not allow spatial querying as a polygon would. An example of this for a 

hypothetical community group is shown below: 
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4. GIS data 
4.1 Defining the extents of a protected area 
SMART accommodates various categories of spatial data for a protected area. Click on ‘Conservation Area’: 

‘Define Area Boundaries…’ on the main menu. 

 

 

At the most basic level, the footprint of the reserve should be defined as the ‘Conservation Area Boundary’. 

Further types of area may include: 

Buffered management area 

Administrative areas 

Management sectors 

Patrol sectors 

To set these area boundaries, shapefiles must be loaded using the adjacent ‘Load…’ button.   

The value of these different areas is that they can be used to query the other BMS data that is captured. 

Since all data is associated with coordinates (latitude, longitude), data can be filtered by the various map 

areas. When working with queries, it is possible to use the various shapes as filters for the survey data that 

has been gathered. 
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4.1.1 Setting the base map 
SMART includes basic GIS functionality to load and display geographic data. GIS data cannot be edited, 

but any relevant GIS point, line and polygon data can be displayed. A useful free and open-source GIS 

package which provides functionality to edit GIS data is QGIS (http://www.qgis.org/en/site/). 

The pre-configured copy of SMART includes the Bataan and Masinloc protected areas, with some basic 

GIS shapefile data pre-loaded to provide context. These include barangays, roads and land cover data for 

Bataan (as shown below), and, for Masinloc, the location of reefs in the vicinity. 

 

  

http://www.qgis.org/en/site/
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Highlighted in the map toolbar at right, above, is the button that can be used to add spatial layers to the 

map. For files, both shapefiles and spatially referenced images (e.g. GeoTIFF) can be added. The styling and 

labelling of layers can be edited by right-clicking on the layer name in the left-hand list and selecting 

‘Change Style…’ from the context menu. For more information on this functionality see the built-in help 

in the SMART application, or the various training resources provided on the SMART website 

(http://www.smartconservationsoftware.org/support).  

Various arrangements of map layers can be saved as base maps in SMART. This provides the ability to 

develop thematic maps to support different areas of decision-making. To save a particular layout as a base 

map, click on the left-most button on the mapping toolbar. The pre-configured SMART databases for 

Bataan and Masinloc each include a base map (‘Full detail’) – others can be defined as needed. 

 

4.1.2 Map projections 
Preferred projections can be selected by clicking on ‘Conservation Area’: ‘Manage Projections…’ on the 

main menu. Once these projections have been defined, user can quickly switch between them by clicking 

on the projection button in the lower right-hand corner of the map, as shown below: 

 

 

Apart from changing the projection of the map as a whole, it is possible to define the projection of 

individual GIS layers. Right-click on the layer in the left-hand list, and select ‘Properties’ from the context 

menu. The correct projection can be selected from the available list as shown below: 

 

  

http://www.smartconservationsoftware.org/support
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For performance reasons, it is advised to reproject and save the various GIS layers to single common 

projection (e.g. WGS 84) using GIS software, and to use this projection for your conservation area map in 

SMART. This will make SMART able to render the map more quickly, since different GIS layers will not 

need to be reprojected on-the-fly. 
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5. Using SMART for the BMS 
This section describes the day-to-day processes of capturing BMS data and creating reports using SMART 

within a protected area. It is assumed that the database for the protected area has previously been 

configured, as described in the preceding sections, and that the software and database has been installed 

for the relevant staff. 

5.1 BMS data capture 
There are two main ways of loading data into a SMART database: either by directly entering data using the 

SMART application interface, or by capturing data using CyberTracker on a handheld device (Smartphone, 

tablet, etc.) and then uploading this data into SMART directly. The desktop component of CyberTracker is 

compatible with MS Windows and Apple OSX. 

5.1.1 Entering data using the SMART interface 
SMART itself cannot be installed on a handheld device, so this process for capturing field data would 

require staff to note the BMS data in their field diaries as normal while conducting survey work (patrols, 

fixed plot surveys, etc.), and for this data to later be transcribed into SMART on a desktop or laptop 

computer at the protected area offices. 

Even if appropriate handheld devices are available, there may be instances where it is preferable to record 

data on paper first. When paper notes are transcribed in the protected area office there is the opportunity 

to assess data quality and discuss improvements. For staff unfamiliar with the software, or working under 

difficult conditions, it can be quicker to record data on paper. And finally, if additional information is 

being recorded that does not ‘fit’ into the BMS database, it allows the primary data to be recorded in a 

single document, rather than attempting to record BMS data into one system and other data separately. 

All BMS data is entered into SMART as survey data. To create a new survey, select ‘Field Data’: ‘Survey’ → 

‘New Survey’ on the main menu.  

Pick the appropriate type of survey (BMS data) from the list as shown: 
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Click ‘Next’ and then give the survey a suitable identifier. It is useful to agree on a suitable naming 

convention. For example, if surveys will be conducted quarterly then you might want to include the year 

and quarter in the identifier of the survey, as well as the type of survey (transect #1 below): 
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Finally, set the date for the survey. Note that the start and end dates must both be set to the same date if 

the survey was conducted on a single day, which would be the norm: 

 

 

Now you need to add the data collection ‘mission’ to the survey. To do this, select ‘Field Data’: ‘Survey’ → 

‘New Mission’ on the main menu. Select the type of survey design to which to add the new mission, and 

then select the survey you just added on the screen shown below: 

 

 

Note: it is possible to create both the survey and the mission in a single step, by selecting ‘<Create new 

survey…>’ from this menu. This is somewhat quicker and easier. 

Alternatively, if you are viewing the list of surveys you can right-click on the one you just added and select 

‘New Mission’ from the context menu. 
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Click ‘Next’ and give the mission an identifier. For the BMS, a survey will generally comprise of a single 

data collection mission. As such, it may be convenient to give the mission the same identifier you assigned 

the survey itself. 

 

 

The dates for the mission will default to the date for the survey itself, so these can be left as-is: 

 

 

Select the staff involved in conducting the work on the next screen. It is necessary to indicate the mission 

leader: 
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Add any comments for the mission as a whole: 
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Finally, enter any custom attributes that have been defined for this type of survey, in this case the weather: 

 

 

Click ‘Finish’ to create the survey mission. 

 

Now it is necessary to capture the actual BMS information that was recorded as part of the survey. This 

can be done by clicking on the tab showing the mission date at the foot of the form: 
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After entering the starting and ending time for the patrol, the main data sheet in the middle of the screen 

allows you to record observation date against particular waypoints.  

 

 

Waypoints can be imported from a GPS device; alternatively, provided the transect has been previously 

digitised as survey design sampling units (as in this example), you can click the ‘Add waypoint’ button and 

use the sampling units to capture predefined coordinates along the path of the transect. Select a sampling 

unit, representing a segment of the transect: this will automatically set the longitude and latitude 

coordinates. Alternatively, these can be entered manually. 
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For manually added waypoints, the time needs to be entered (it will be automatically added along with the 

coordinates if you import the data from a GPS). The X (longitude) and Y (latitude) coordinates cannot be 

changed (you would need to delete the waypoint and add a new one with correct coordinates if these are 

wrong), but other details such as WaypointID, Direction, Distance, Comments and Attachments can also 

be edited by double-clicking in the table cells: 

 

 

To enter BMS observations of indicator species or resource uses/threats, double click in the Observation 

cell for the waypoint and click on the builder button ‘…’. Move the relevant types of information that you 

want to record using the ‘>’ button: 

 

 

Click ‘Next’ and then capture the details of the observation. In this instance, only the species needs to be 

selected, although attachments of photos or other files can be made if desired. It is important to click the 

‘Add Observation’ button to append the new observation record to the list at the foot of the screen: 
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Click ‘Next’ to capture details of any other categories of BMS data (in this example, resource uses): 
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Again, remember to click the ‘Add Observation’ button to actually add the observation record. 

Finally, click ‘Finish’ to close the Observations data entry screen. 

Now the main table of waypoints for the survey will include a summary of the types of observations made 

at that waypoint: 

 

 

Repeat this process for all the waypoints that were surveyed. 

The same process can be used to capture other BMS data. This includes fixed-plot surveys, photo site 

records (photos should be attached to the observation entries), community group meetings and protected 

area management issues. In each case, add waypoint(s) to allow the BMS-specific observation data to be 

included. For community group meetings or protected area management issues using waypoints may 

seem somewhat artificial, but SMART requires this. 

5.1.2 Entering data using CyberTracker 
If field staff have access to suitable handheld devices, it is possible to use them to capture BMS survey data 

and upload it directly to the protected area SMART database. 

CyberTracker must first be installed on the device. Instructions for this can be found on the SMART 

website and training materials. Thereafter, before starting a survey (transect patrol or fixed-plot survey), 

staff would download the survey design onto the device. From the main SMART menu, select ‘Field Data’ 

and then selecting ‘CyberTracker’ → ‘Export Survey…’ from the dropdown menu. 

Select the appropriate survey type from the list as shown below. It is possible to either export the survey 

directly onto the device (if it is connected) or to a CTX file for copying across to the device at a later stage: 
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Once loaded onto the device, the survey can be conducted as normal using the CyberTracker interface. For 

a transect patrol, screens similar to the ones shown below can be used to select the type of observation 

made at a given waypoint, and to specify the details of the indicator species observed, for example: 

 

 

Once the survey has been completed, exit CyberTracker on the device using the exit pin code ‘1234’. 

Import the survey data back into SMART by connecting the device to the computer. Select ‘Field Data’ 

from the main SMART menu and then ‘CyberTracker’ → ‘Import’ from the dropdown menu. Once the 

data has been loaded it is listed in the tabular display. Select the row and click the ‘Add’ button at the 

bottom of the table to import the survey data. 
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5.1.3 Generating reports 
The reports available within SMART can be accessed by clicking ‘Report’: ‘View Reports’ on the main 

menu. SMART reports are very flexible: they can include charts and maps as well as tabular data. Users can 

create their own reports or simply use predefined reports. At present, only demonstration reports have 

been developed. Final reports should be constructed once any changes to the BMS have been made: these 

can then be installed on each protected area SMART database.  

Open a report by either double-clicking on the report name in the left-hand panel or using the small green 

right arrow button on the report toolbar. It is possible to select a date range for the data that will be 

included in the report. This option includes useful conditions like ‘Current quarter’ which suit the 

implementation of the BMS if surveys are conducted on a quarterly basis. 
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The report will then display with the relevant survey data listed: 

 

 

Reports can be exported in a number of different formats. This allows users to bring the reports into e.g. 

MS Word or MS Excel where further work can be done to prepare them for submission or to analyse the 

data they contain. 
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6. SMART at regional and national offices 
6.1 Assembling data from different protected areas 
There are 3 ways in which data from different protected areas can be assembled at a regional or national 

scale to be used for monitoring or other analyses. 

6.1.1 Option 1: Export and email 
Most simply, the data can be exported from each protected area as a report. If the data is exported as an 

MS Excel spreadsheet, these can be emailed to the regional or national office. Each protected area 

spreadsheet will be in the same format and contain the same data details, which will make aggregating the 

data a fairly simple process. 

6.1.2 Option 2: Cross-conservation area queries 
SMART allows users to have a number of distinct SMART databases. Provided these share a common user 

account (and password), it is possible to run queries and reports that will draw data from each of these. 

This allows more in-depth and flexible analysis of data than might be possible using tabular reports 

exported from individual databases. More details on this process are provided below. 

6.1.3 Option 3: SMART Connect 
This component will be released with SMART version 4, due later in 2016. It will allow data to be 

seamlessly shared via a web portal. This may simplify and automate the process of assembling data from 

different protected area SMART databases into regional and national data stores. 

6.2 Cross-conservation area analysis 
To perform cross-conservation area analysis, it is necessary to have the various distinct protected area 

databases loaded into a single instance of SMART. To do this, each protected area would create an export 

of their database by selecting ‘File’: ‘Export Conservation Area…’ from the main menu. This exports a 

complete backup of all the data for a conservation area. 
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This ZIP file would then be provided to the regional or national office, where it is imported by clicking on 

the ‘Advanced’ link on the main SMART start-up screen, and selecting ‘Import a Conservation Area’ from 

the available options: 

 

 

Notes: If the conservation area has previously been imported at the regional or national office, it is 

necessary to first delete it by loading the conservation area in SMART and then selecting 

‘Conservation Area’ : ‘Delete Conservation Area’ from the main menu. 

 If the ZIP file database backup is too large to easily transfer to the regional or national offices, it 

may be possible to make it smaller. Inside the ZIP file is a folder named ‘filestore’. This contains 

the attached images and other files that may have been added to e.g. photo site surveys. This 

folder can be safely removed from the ZIP file without affecting the standard data records. If 

you remove this folder then the database will still work correctly when it is loaded into SMART, 

but all the attachment files linked to data records will be missing. This may be acceptable if the 

main point of interest is analysing the data records. 
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Once the various conservation area databases have been loaded into the SMART instance at the regional or 

national level, it is possible to start performing a cross-conservation area analysis by selecting this option 

from the conservation area list on the SMART start-up screen: 

 

 

Log in using the username and password which is shared among all the databases. See the note in the 

‘SMART Users’ section above regarding the importance of having a single ADMIN-level user which is 

loaded onto each protected area SMART database. 
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No data can be captured during a cross-conservation area analysis, but queries and reports can be created 

that will draw data from all databases at once. For the purposes of the pilot, a simple report containing an 

aggregate list of priority species observations, with a map displaying their locations, is included (excerpt 

below): 
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As described in the ‘Generating reports’ section above, cross-conservation area reports can also be 

exported in a number of formats, including MS Excel and MS Word. 

6.2.1 Improvement to allow summary queries 
There are some limitations with summary queries, in that the only indicator species which can be 

evaluated are those shared by all protected area databases. In the pilot example, the Philippine Eagle is the 

only species which is common to both the terrestrial (Bataan) and marine (Masinloc) protected areas: this 

is the only species which can be displayed in a query which counts or otherwise summarises the 

underlying data values. 

A revised implementation of the Data Model would see all protected areas sharing a single set of priority 

species (in a tree broken down by major group, e.g. birds, fish, mammals, etc.). This list could be filtered to 

only display the species relevant to a particular protected area using the Configurable Model. By retaining 

all priority species in the Data Model for each protected area, summary queries would be possible using 

cross-conservation area analysis, since the species would be shared by all the underlying databases. 

Simultaneously, the Configurable Model could be edited to ensure that data capturers within individual 

protected areas would not be overwhelmed by a very long list of irrelevant priority species, since the 

overall list could be filtered to only display relevant entries. 

This functionality only works when exporting a survey to CyberTracker, it does not work correctly when 

entering data using the SMART application interface. This is a known bug in SMART 

(https://app.assembla.com/spaces/smart-cs/tickets/1301-survey-mission-data-entry-ui-and-

configurable-model/details) which is high-priority to resolve: once this is fixed, the new Data Model and 

Configurable Model can be implemented. Thereafter summary queries will be possible when conducting 

cross-conservation area analyses. 

  

https://app.assembla.com/spaces/smart-cs/tickets/1301-survey-mission-data-entry-ui-and-configurable-model/details
https://app.assembla.com/spaces/smart-cs/tickets/1301-survey-mission-data-entry-ui-and-configurable-model/details
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7. Backups  
SMART should be regularly backed-up to avoid losing data. The easiest way to do this is to configure 

SMART to perform periodic automatic backups. This can be achieved by selecting ‘File’: ‘System 

Preferences’ from the main menu. Select the ‘Automatic Backups’ tab on the pop-up form, and enter the 

schedule for making backups and where they should be stored as shown below: 

 

 

Note that the specific values shown above are only examples: how frequently a backup is made is 

dependent on how much data you are prepared to lose, which depends on how often data is entered into 

the system. For instance, if SMART is only used infrequently, and data entry is conducted on a quarterly 

basis, then you may be comfortable making backups every 3 months. Alternatively, if you are creating 

many queries and reports on a weekly basis (even if data is entered only occasionally), then a more 

frequent backup cycle is advised. 

If you have access to offsite storage (e.g. through facilities such as Dropbox), this might be a good place to 

store backups, in case of hardware failure of the laptop or desktop computer. 

To restore a backup of your SMART database, select the ‘Advanced’ link on the main start-up screen. Pick 

the ‘Upgrade and/or Restore a Backup’ option. 
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Follow the prompts to select the backup file to restore.  

It is important to note that restoring a backup will overwrite ALL the databases you have loaded into 

SMART, not just one. For a protected area which has only a single SMART database this is unlikely to 

cause any problems, but for regional and national offices where multiple SMART databases have been 

loaded it is important to bear in mind. To restore only a single database select ‘Import a Conservation 

Area’ from the screen shown above. 
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8. SMART upgrades 
The following information on upgrading SMART is available on the SMART website: 

https://app.assembla.com/spaces/smart-cs/wiki/SMART_3_3_1_Release_Notes.  

You can upgrade to SMART 3.3.1 from any of SMART 1.1.2, 1.1.3, 2.0.2, 3.0.0, 3.0.1, 3.0.2, 3.1.0, 3.1.1, 3.2.0, 

3.2.1, 3.3.0. If you have a different version of SMART you must first upgrade your database to one of these 

versions before you can upgrade to SMART 3.3.1. 

8.1 To upgrade to SMART 3.3.1 
Backup your existing SMART database using the 'File’: ‘Backup System' main menu option. 

Install SMART 3.3.1. If you are going to install it in the same location as your previous version, you must 

delete the previous version first. Do not merge directories. 

On the login screen, select the 'Advanced' option, then the 'Restore a Backup' option. Follow the wizard, 

and when asked to select a backup file to restore, pick the file created in step 1 above. 

A prompt will appear, warning that the backup file is not compatible with the current software version. 

You will be asked if you want to upgrade (and restore) - select 'Yes'. At this point the backup will be 

upgraded and restored. 

WARNING: Upgrading a large database may take a while (10-15 minutes for a database with ~800,000 

waypoints). 

  

https://app.assembla.com/spaces/smart-cs/wiki/SMART_3_3_1_Release_Notes
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Appendix 1: Configuring SMART for the BMS 
The notes below describe how to configure the SMART software for the BMS from start to finish. Using 

these notes, you should be able to take the SMART software from the SMART website, configure it to 

support the BMS, and set up the protected-area specific data (e.g. priority species) to allow it to be used for 

any protected area. 

SMART plugins 
SMART provides a range of optional plugins that can be used to extend the functionality of the system. 

For the purposes of the DENR pilot, the only plugin which is required is the Ecological Records Module. 

The pre-configured version of SMART provided for the DENR pilot has this plugin already installed. For 

‘clean’ installations of SMART, the Ecological Records Module plugin should be added as follows: 

Within SMART, click ‘File’ on the main menu and select ‘Install New Plugins…’. 

Select the ‘Local Update Site (3.3.1)’ from the dropdown options and then select the Ecological Records 

Module as shown below: 

 

 

Click ‘Next’, accept the licensing conditions and proceed to install the plugin. The warnings about 

unsigned content can be disregarded. SMART will then restart after this plugin is installed. 

If you will be using CyberTracker to collect field data for BMS surveys, then you need to also install the 

CyberTracker Survey Module. 
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The process for installing this plugin is the same as that for the Ecological Records Module. 

Creating a new protected area database 
To create a new conservation area database in SMART, click on the link named ‘Advanced’ on the SMART 

start-up screen.  

Select the option to create a new conservation area as shown below: 
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Create a blank conservation area: 

 

 

Finally, provide the basic details to identify the new conservation area: 
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Now log in to the new conservation area using the credentials you provided.  

The BMS Data Model 
SMART can be configured to support the information that should be captured as part of the Biodiversity 

Monitoring System (BMS). This configuration is pre-loaded within the pre-configured version of SMART 

provided for the DENR pilot. 

Within a new protected area, you can load the BMS data model by following these steps:  

Select ‘Conservation Area’: ‘Data Model…’ on the main menu. 

Load the BMS data model by selecting ‘Import a custom data model’ and clicking on the ‘Import XML…’ 

button to navigate to the BMS_empty.xml file provided, as shown below: 
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Defining priority species 
Once the BMS model has been imported, it is necessary to define priority species (birds, mammals, fish, 

etc.). The list of priority species is initially empty, since these will differ from one protected area to the 

next.  

To view or amend the list of priority (indicator) species for a protected area, see ‘Defining priority species 

for a protected area’ in the main body of the document. Note that after you make any changes to the list 

of indicator species, you may need to refresh the ‘BMS Transect Patrol’ configurable model to incorporate 

any new or updated species, as described in the following section. 

BMS survey data models 
The main Data Model defines all the types of data that can be captured within the BMS as a whole. The 

process for setting up the main Data Model is described above. Within the BMS, there are various types of 

survey that are conducted. These are as follows: 

Transect patrols 

Fixed-plot surveys 

Photo sites 

Community group meetings 

Management issues for the protected area as a whole 

Each of these activities is focused on gathering a specific subset of the overall data that comprises the BMS. 

It is necessary to configure SMART to define these survey-specific data models. 

Select ‘Conservation Area’: ‘Configurable Model…’ on the main menu.  

Click on ‘Import from XML…’ and select the ‘BMS_Transect_patrol.xml’ file (provided). Click ‘Open’ to 

import the specific data model for transect patrols. 

The data model will be loaded and displayed as shown below:  
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Repeat this process to load the other survey type data models: 

BMS_Fixed_Plot.xml 

BMS_Photo_Site.xml 

BMS_Community_Group.xml 

BMS_Management_Issues.xml 

Note that after you make any changes to the list of indicator species in the main conservation area Data 

Model, you may need to refresh the ‘BMS Transect Patrol’ configurable model to incorporate any new or 

updated species. To do this, click once or twice on the ‘Use custom list configuration’ when viewing the 

‘Indicator species’ item contain in the ‘Priority Species’ data element of the BMS Transect Patrol model. 

This will trigger the list to be updated to display the latest priority species as shown below: 

 

 

Finally, click ‘Close’ to close the Configurable Model pop-up screen. 

BMS survey designs 
Survey designs take the general categories of BMS survey type, and make them specific to a protected area 

by defining them spatially. 

Select ‘Field Data’: ‘Survey’ → ‘Import Survey Designs…’ on the main menu. 

Select ‘Import from file’ and click the ‘Next’ button. 
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Click the ‘Add’ button to add files to import. 
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Now select all the survey design files provided within the folder for your protected area, and click ‘Open’ 

to add them to the list of files to import: 

 

 

Finally, click ‘Finish’ to perform the import: 
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For more information on setting up survey designs, either editing existing ones or creating new ones, see 

‘Survey designs’ in the main body of the document. 

BMS queries and reports 
Predefined queries and reports can be imported into SMART, as provided in the pack of installation 

materials.  

For queries, select ‘Query’: ‘Import Query…’ from the main menu. Import from file, instead of another 

conservation area, and then click ‘Add’ on the next screen. Select the various XML query files provided, 

and click ‘Next’: 

 

 

On the following screen, select the folder in which to place the queries (‘Conservation Area Queries’ is a 

good place), and click ‘Finish’ to import the queries. 

A similar process is followed to import reports. Select ‘Reports’: ‘Import Reports…’ on the main menu. 

Select ‘Import from File’ and click the ‘Next’ button. Use the ‘Add’ button to select the ZIP files containing 

the report definitions that are provided. 
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As for the import of queries, select a folder in which to place the reports (Conservation Area Reports), and click 

‘Finish’ to import the reports. 
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Appendix 2: The BMS data model 
The BMS Data Model is defined as follows: 

Transect Patrols can include any number of entries of the following types of information: 

Priority species 

Indicator species (drawn from list) 

Resource uses 

Resource used 

How observed 

How extracted 

Quantity extracted 

Quantity extracted from community group member 

Time spent on extraction (hrs) 

Remarks 

Photo sites can include any number of entries of the following information: 

Name 

Habitat changes since last photo 

Direction (degrees) 

Fixed plots can include any number of entries of the following information: 

Common name 

Scientific name 

DBH (cm) 

MH (cm) 

TH (m) 

Remarks 

Community group meetings can include any number of entries of the following information: 

Issue discussed 

Follow-up required 

Protected area management records can include any number of entries of the following information: 

Issue discussed 

Follow-up required 

Municipality 

Remedial action 

Outcomes 

Further action (if required) 

Recommendation / PAMB action 

Supportive BMB information 

Relevant CMGs 

Each survey (transect patrol, photo site, fixed plot etc.) is dated, given longitude/latitude coordinates, and 

the staff involved are recorded. In addition, each entry can include attached documents, photographs or 

other files. 

Making changes to the BMS data model 
The BMS Data Model has been designed to reflect the existing Biodiversity Monitoring System. To 

implement any future changes to the BMS Data Model, it would be necessary to make changes to each of 

the SMART databases installed at protected area offices. These changes must be made in the same way to 

each database; otherwise aggregating the data from different database at a regional or national level will 

become difficult. While each protected area database may have different priority species, the structure of 
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the model (the categories and attributes and their database keys) must be consistent to allow data to be 

compared across multiple protected areas. 

Once a Data Model has been initially defined or imported into a SMART database, any further changes 

must be made manually: it is not possible to import a revised XML file to update the Data Model. 

BMS Data Model: Formal definition 
Listed below is the formal Extensible Markup Language (XML) that defines the current BMS Data Model. 
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Appendix 3: Master species lists 
To facilitate the analysis of data from different protected areas, it is important to be consistent in the way 

priority species are named. Provided there is agreement on the clear identification of a particular species, 

it does not matter if common or scientific names are used, provided everyone uses them consistently. 

When capturing observation data on a survey, species are listed in a particular order: this can be alphabetic 

(by common name or scientific name) or structured by scientific classification (family, etc.). Again, the 

particular order is not important, rather that it is easy to understand and to find the species that is needed.  

Note: the default species list in SMART is the IUCN Red List. This has not been used for implementing 

the BMS since it does not include plant species or invertebrates, and may be missing many species that 

are important as indicators in a protected area but may not be internationally threatened. 

It is recommended that a national list of indicator (or priority) species be drawn up, if this does not 

currently exist. This list would include both terrestrial and aquatic species. This list can then form the basis 

of the BMS Data Model for SMART, ensuring that data analysis and aggregation can occur smoothly at a 

regional and national scale.  

Individual protected areas would select relevant entries from the master list to tailor the system towards 

the specific monitoring work they conduct. As such, they would only need to work with a small subset of 

the total species list, making data capture quick and free of errors. 

Drawing up such a list would also benefit thinking around what species provide the clearest indicators of 

environmental change, which in turn could enhance the efficiency and impact of monitoring work for 

environmental management at local, regional and national levels. 
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